Productivity unleashed

The world’s lightest compact body

The iX100 is only 400g in weight even with built-in battery and Wi-Fi connectivity. The compact and light body make it a convenient companion when traveling or on the road.

The fastest mobile scanner in its class

The iX100 is the fastest A4 sheetfed scanner with built-in battery and Wi-Fi connectivity; it can scan at a snappy speed of 5.2 seconds/page for color A4 document at a resolution of up to 300 dpi.

Battery operated, no need for cable connection

The iX100 can be scanned without the cables, so you can use it when power supply is unavailable or limited. The scanner is always ready to be used immediately when needed.

Scans plastic cards and other various document types

In addition to standard paper types, the iX100 can scan plastic cards like the ones used for membership IDs, ISO 7810 card types (including embossed cards), business cards, plastic cards, ScanSnap Carrier Sheet (Option), and common office paper.

Continuous Document Feeding (CDF Function)

The Continuous Document Feeding function allows you to insert pages one after another without pressing any extra button by detecting when a sheet enters and exits the iX100.

Quick Menu saves time

Even first-time ScanSnap user can master the functions by navigating through the Quick Menu. ScanSnap’s Quick Menu automatically pops up after scanning to enable you to link the data to an application, quickly and easily. You do not have to remember any complicated procedures; just simply click the icon on screen.

Features for quick digitization

- **Dual scan - scanning 2 small sized documents at the same time**
You can scan 2 small sized documents such as business card and receipt at the same time. Simply insert documents continuously to the paper feeding entry to greatly reduce your scanning time and lead to increased efficiency.

- **Automatically stitch a two-page spread**
Even documents larger than A4 size can be scanned without any extra effort. Just fold the large documents in half and the iX100 will automatically stitch the diagram or chart that is spread across two pages after scanning.

Automated features for near effortless scanning

The iX100 features a powerful set of automated image processing functions including Auto deskew, Auto orientation, and Auto color detection. These functions make pre-scan work like sorting pages and changing scan settings unnecessary, so you can scan your documents with minimal effort.